
10 Family Photographers in Pasadena
California

Pasadena is known as the city of roses, home to the rose bowl game and the
world-renowned Institute of Technology. Sitting 11 miles northeast of downtown Los
Angeles, Pasadena has an active nightlife and a rich culture with plenty to see and do.

Everything from restaurants, boutiques, and museums, Pasadena is a city that has
something for everyone making it a popular location for celebrities and the average Joe
alike.

Having such rich history and diverse scenery, Pasadena has is home to some of the
best photographers in California. Whether you need marketing content, headshots, or
family photos, you’ll have no trouble finding the perfect photographer here.



Nicola Borland Photography

Family fun by Nicola Borland

Born in Scotland, Nicola sees beauty in everything around her. Photographing her
family vacations in the Canary Islands at a young age, she found her love for
photography.

The mother of two sons, Nicola focuses on capturing those special moments with family.
Photographing families and weddings are her specialty, the passion, and beauty of
memories that last forever.

Nicolas’s passion, honesty, and artistic eye make her one of the best family
photographers in Pasadena, leaving her clients with photos that they can treasure for
generations to come.



Shoots and Giggles

Double kiss by Shoots and Giggles

A small lifestyle studio, Shoots and Giggles in ran and inspired by two moms who have
a passion for photographing family love. Making a personal connection with their clients,
they strive to capture the moments that mean the most.

Witnessing the shared emotion that families have is what drives them to photograph
some of the most memorable family photos on the west coast.

Love is what makes family so special, and love is what they capture in every photo.
Turning those special moments into timeless keepsakes that you’ll keep forever.



Nestled in Time Photography

Chin up by Nestled in Time Photography

As a family-owned business, Nestled in Time focuses on family. Whether it’s a newborn,
kids activity, or family portrait, they have the passion to photograph what matters most.

Having a fine art photographic style makes them stand out from other family
photographers in the Pasadena area. Staging the perfect photo using location and
backdrop makes their photos a true work of art.

With their fine art style, they strive to give their clients something beautiful and artistic. A
photograph that expresses emotion, and captures the natural joy and love of family.



One Eleven Photography

Road crossing by One Eleven Photography

Jenna Elliott is the photographer behind One Eleven, she specializes in modern, candid,
and natural light photography to capture beautiful photos.

With a laid-back and fun-going attitude, Jenna makes every photo shoot a fun and
stress-free experience. Focusing on family and capturing the natural love, happiness,
and humanity leaves her photos with a natural feel.

Combining her love of photography with her love for family is what gives Jenna an edge
when it comes to capturing those perfect family photos.



Caitlin Alohilani Photography

Sandy shore by Caitlin Alohilani

Deep love and a huge passion for photography and life, in general, are what drives
Caitlin to shoot amazing photos. Wearing her heart on her sleeve, Caitlin works closely
with clients to photograph what matters most to them.

From weddings, birthdays, and family portraits, Caitlin finds beauty in all things.
Connecting with people and getting to know them on a personal level, Caitlin
understands her client’s expectations.

Making every photo shoot an effortless experience for her clients, Caitlin has a true love
for photography and connecting with her clients.



Cameron Leung Photography

Flying high by Cameron Leung

From their travels around the world, Cam and Tracy have learned to recognize the
beauty in everything. Documenting their travels has taught them to treasure the little
moments in life that mean the most.

Focusing on making every photo session unique and memorable, Cam and Tracy
capture the connections made between people. Doing whatever it takes to get the
perfect photo for their clients, they go into every session with a can-do attitude.

Documenting life’s moments through the lens of the camera is an art and a passion. As
a fully committed team dedicated to their clients, Cam and Tracy have what it takes to
photograph the things that mean the most.



SoriaPhoto

Celebration by SoriaPhoto

Born and raised in Italy, Salvatore Soria has trained with some of the top photographers
in the world. Specializing in wedding photography, he brings over 20 years of
experience in capturing the most memorable moments.

No stranger to family photographs, headshots, and fashion photography, Salvatore is an
easy-going professional photographer that works with clients to take breathtaking
photos.

Most of Salvatores’s work can be seen throughout Italy, a city recognized for its beauty
and artistic displays.



Pasadena Photography

Bench pose by Pasadena Photography

Knowing how to work with lighting, angles, and poses is what sets professional
photographers apart from amateurs, that is where Rafael excels. With 15 years of
photography experience, his photographs are high quality, and professional.

Working with clients to make them feel comfortable and relaxed, Rafael has
photographed everything from professional athletes and high-end executives to anyone
looking for a memorable photo.

Rafael strives to make sure you look your best, and that your photos stand out from the
rest.



LaDigitalPhoto

Personality by LaDigitalPhoto

The award-winning team of photographers at LaDigitalPhoto is full-time professionals
with diverse backgrounds. Ranging from Nordstrom fashion photographers, to behind
the scene movie photographers.

Everything from aerial photography to headshots and family portraits, the quality of
photos you get from LaDigitalPhotos is top-notch. With such diversity anything is
possible, making the experience something to remember.

The team ensures that all photos are captured with an artistic and stylish eye, making
every photo unique and memorable.



Megumi Photography

Traditional dress by Megumi Photography

Originally from Tokyo, Megumi is a professional photographer, visual artist, and mother
of two. Falling in love with photography at an early age, Megumi went to college to study
photography in Los Angeles back in 1998.

Inspired by her grandfather who was also a photographer, Megumi is able to capture
moments and memories that will be remembered.

Creating a lasting impression and bonding over beautiful photos is Megumi’s passion.
She strives to give her clients lasting photographs that they will cherish for generations
to come.
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Find a location in Pasadena for your next film/photoshoot,
meeting, or event.
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